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Contract for membership and network access SchunterNet e.V.

Please drop the filled-out contract in the mailbox of our club. You can find it next to the
offices of the Studentenwerk OstNiedersachsen. Be aware that we can only accept completly
filled out forms. The sepa-mandate has to be filled out separatly. The transfer of the fees is
possible.
If you have questions please send them via email to support@schunternet.de.

Please fill this out in a legible handwriting

Contractee First name Surname

Flat number

Birthday . . Sex

Start of contract∗ as soon as possible on the first day of the next month

End of contract unlimited limited until end of /

WAN-MAC
address†

Username ‡ (max 8 charachters) alternative

Email address§

Mailing lists¶ Schuntille Yes No Schunterkino Yes No

With this the signee confirms the validity of all data.

You accept the digital storage and the transmission of your data to the ”GITZ” of the TU
Braunschweig for the purposes of network administration.

With this you formally declare your intention to be accepted as a passive member of the club
SchunterNet e.V. until you terminate your membership. You also accept the terms of service of
this club and all further accompanying regulatory documents. Changes of these will be commu-
nicated after a membership meeting has formally ratified them.

∗The processing of this form can take up to two weeks.
†For more information please visit our website: https://schunternet.de.
‡Please add your secondary choice, if this is as well not usable we will select a user name for you. Permited are
letters a-z and digits 0-9.

§We will send all communication with you at this email address.
¶These are the mailing lists of the bar Schuntille e.V. and the cinema Schunterkino e.V..

https://schunternet.de


After the activation of your account you are expected to pay the usage fees as documented in the
fee document of the club SchunterNet e.V. , your usage of the network will be terminated if you
don’t pay.

The network access can only be used with the given network adapter and the ip-address assigned
by us. Neither changes to the networking hardware and other physical parts of our network
or the usage of bridging, routing and masquerading techniques are allowed and will lead to the
immediate suspension of your connection as well as your termination as a member of the club.

As the only accepted user of your connection you are liable for any and all activities with the
connection. Especially you are liable that the connection will only be used as permitted by the
university TU Braunschweig. As well it is part of your obligations to withhold access to the
network to any third party.

The access to the ressource of the GITZ and the World Wide Web is to be used primarly for
research and teaching. This includes the usage to extend your knowledge of computer science, to
learn how to properly use search engines as well as the optimizations of your existing computer
hardware and software.

The usage of the network resources for commercial purposes is strictly forbidden. The network
shall never be used to transmit illegal content.

In the internal network you can use all offered services. You are not allowed to offer services
that negatively influence the network or the experience of your fellow club members. Any and
all interception of data transmissions and the unauthorized access of foreign data as well as the
unauthorized access of foreign computers is forbidden. Software and documentation can only be
supplied, copied or used by you or the club SchunterNet e.V. in compliance with the licences.

Damages can’t be leveled against the network operators. There is no right or obligation for the
uninteruppted function of the network or of all offered services.

The ”Nutzungsordnung zur Informationstechnologie der Technischen Universität Braunschweig”,
the ”Informationsdienste-Ordnung der Technischen Universität Braunschweig”, as well as the
”Informationssicherheitsordnung der Technischen Universität Braunschweig” are part of the con-
tract, as far as they are applicable.

The notice period is six weeks before the end of the month.

I have read the ”Nutzungsordnung zur Informationstechnologie der Technis-
chen Universität Braunschweig”, the ”Informationsdienste-Ordnung der Technis-
chen Universität Braunschweig”, as well as the ”Ordnung zur IT-Sicherheit der
Technischen Universität Braunschweig” and accept all applicable terms.

I have accepted the data protection agreement and agree to the usage of my data
for all communicated services.

Brunswick, the
Signature of the contractee

The network connection can only be immediatly activated if you filled out the sepa-
mandate or provide a proof of payment via bank transfer. The corresponding forms
can be found on our website.
If you have questions please come to our weekly meeting on mondays from 7pm to
7:30pm in the clubhouse Schuntille.
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